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Being a large conglomerate, the presence of Godrej is felt at any business environment. Price of real estate
properties depends on the type of city, the location and the purpose for which it is built. In addition, the quality
of audience-profile information for television, radio and print media has improved; managers can now
translate complex segmentation schemes into effective advertising plans. Line extensions can help a brand
increase its share of shelf space, thus gaining higher visibility and attracting consumer attention. Intelligent
line extensions may be used as means to attract users who buy multiple brands. Excess capacity. Price Godrej
has an extensive business portfolio, so the prices are different for every sector. Godrej provides animal feed
and agrochemicals to support the agriculture which is the foundation of Indian economy. We can say that
research methodology has many dimensions and research do continuous a part of the research methodology.
Typically, a marketer pursues a wide combination of strategies. Topic assigned by: PROF. Length : The length
of the product mix is the total number of items in that mix. Godrej therefore, continually try to introduce new
brands to offer some thing new and meet the changing requirements of the customer. It helps the management
student to know about the difficulties and challenges of the business world. To fulfill this objective live project
has become an integral part of MBA Program. Energizing a brand:- A line extension can be an effective way
to make a brand more relevant, interesting, and visible. They are also manufacturing innovative products like
smokeless mosquito repellent cards and huge investments in green buildings. Brand extension strategy offers a
number of advantages. The company has roped in big celebrities like M. For example, Pantene shampoo
attempts to persuade consumers that it delivers more benefits than any other brand of shampoo. Here the
godrej company is providing a long product line of various products. Width: this is the total number of product
lines a company carries. Finally, it was repositioned as cosmetic and not just hair oil. This stands as the prime
reason behind their market leadership in respective businesses. Non-durabile products are normally consumed
fast and hence purchased regularly. The depth od a product mix refers to how many variants of each product
are offered in the line,eg the cinthol soaps are coming in diferent formulations and in different colours and
hence has aproduct mix depth of nine or ten. It is one of the most reputable holding groups in India and, its
business has spread to more than 18 countries. It is necessary for the researcher to know not only the research
methods but also the methodology. Persuasive advertising becomes important in the competitive stage, where
the company's objective is to build a selective demand for a particular brand. For those who cannot spend
money quickly, products come with reasonable prices. There are reveral reasons for line filling. Line
extensions have the potential of inhibiting or neutralizing moves by competitor.


